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ADAM’S APPLE GAMES
PLANET UNKNOWN

Planet Unknown is a competitive game for
1-6 players where players build and develop
the best planet to win! Each player has a
goal of developing the best planet in Planet
Unknown. Every tile placement is important to
cover your planet efficiently and also to build
up your planet’s engine. Planet Unknown
innovates on the popular polyomino trend
by allowing simultaneous yet strategic turnbased play via the Lazy S.U.S.A.N. space
station in the center of the table. The game
also condenses a 3-hour medium weight
game into about 70 minutes for 1-6 players
no matter the player count. Curious how we do it, follow along until launch! Scheduled
to ship in April 2022.
AAG 1502	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $69.00

ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

MEEPLES & MONSTERS

The peaceful city of Rowan is surrounded by
dangerous monsters. It’s up to the citizens
to fortify the city, train up warriors, clerics,
knights, and mages, and defend Rowan in
Meeples & Monsters! Meeples & Monsters is
a big, beautiful bag-building engine builder
by designer Ole Steiness (Champions of
Midgard and more). Depth, replayability,
beautiful components, and a splash of
meeple humor will have you coming back
for just one more play game night after
game night!
AEG 7055	������������������������������������$59.99

ARES GAMES
DUNGEONOLOGY: THE EXPEDITION
- LEONARDO’S WORKSHOP
EXPANSION

Leonardo’s Workshop is the first big
expansion for Dungeonology - The
Expedition, and offers a unique opportunity
for some promising Scholars of the University
of Rocca Civetta to meet the greatest inventor
in the world, Leonardo Da Vinci. Leonardo
will put them through an endless series of
traps, logic games, and skill tests to find out
which of the candidates deserves to learn
his secrets. Scholars can decide whether to
face this new adventure in cooperative or
competitive mode, or in the new Team Mode.
In this expansion, you will find a completely
new dungeon including 20 completely new
areas, which you must explore to study all of Leonardo’s disciplines. Scheduled to ship in
March 2022.
AGS DNXP10-LW	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $54.90

DUNGEONOLOGY: THE EXPEDITION - TRIPLE THREAT EXPANSION SET

Triple Threat is a new expansion set for Dungeonology - The Expedition, and presents a
new Mega-Boss, represented by 4 different miniatures and a new special game mode.
Playing with this expansion will have the players face Brain, Pinky, and Spriggy, 3
pestiferous spriggans who will hook onto your Scholars to hinder them in their research!
The terrible wild trio roams the dungeon annoying all the Scholars. Scheduled to ship in
March 2022.
AGS DNXP12-TT	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.90

DUNGEONOLOGY: THE EXPEDITION
- UNRULY STUDENTS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 266................................ $3.99

Three Sisters is a strategic roll-and-write
game about backyard farming. Three
Sisters is named after an indigenous
agricultural technique still widely used
today in which three different crops — in
this case, pumpkins, corn, and beans —
are planted close together. Corn provides
a lattice for beans to climb, the beans bring
nitrogen from the air into the soil, and the
squash provides a natural mulch ground
cover to reduce weeds and keep pests
away. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CGG 22000................................$29.99

GAMES

Contains an introductory adventure trilogy
for a party of 1st-3ed level characters and
an extensive appendix describing wondrous
tomes and volumes that could be found on the
shelves of the magical library of the Hearthglow
Academy created by 34 famed contributors
including Ed Greenwood, Kennith Hite, Will
Doyle, and James Introcaso. Scheduled to ship
in February 2022.
AAE 4101.......................................... $34.95

With this expansion, the Scholars of the core
game become fearsome Bosses. There is an air
of rebellion in Rocca Civetta, and the aspiring
professors got tired of the rules of the University
and accompanied by their brotherhoods,
they will enter the dungeons causing chaos.
Vincenzo, Rebecca, Sofia and Valerio take FEB
charge of the university societies to sabotage the 2022
expeditions! Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
AGS DNXP13-US	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $14.90 1

ATOMIC OVERMIND PRESS
TOUR DE LOVECRAFT:
THE DESTINATIONS
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Kenneth Hite guided readers through H.P. Lovecrafts
horror plots and themes in his earlier book Tour de
Lovecraft: The Tales. Now, expanding on his Lost
in Lovecraft column in Weird Tales magazine, he
conducts a second tour of Lovecrafts settings: from
Arkham to Antarctica, and from New York City to
Hyperspace. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
AOP 1009.................................................. $24.95

FIRST THEY CAME

First They Came needs no game master
or preparation. It’s not just a manual,
but a richly illustrated, full-color artbook.
The entire game is supported and
complemented by audio tracks designed
to take immersion and identification to
a higher level, downloadable from a
dedicated link or using a QR code included
in the book. The music and ambient sounds
are organically incorporated into the
different scenes and provide atmospheres,
clues, and threats. Guided by audio
tracks, players step into the role of those
persecuted by the regime for ethnic,
political, gender, or religious reasons.
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
AGS CL042.................................$20.00

NANTY NARKING
REGULAR EDITION

Nanty Narking is a Victorian board game
of wit and podsnappery by British game
designer Martin Wallace, based on his
acclaimed previous design Discworld:
Ankh-Morpork. Immersed deeply in the
world of Dickens’s and Doyle’s literature,
all game locations, events, and characters
are now tied to real and fictional characters
and places in Victorian London. Scheduled
to ship in November 2021
AGS PHGA099...........................$45.00

TOUR DE LOVECRAFT: THE TALES

A wide-ranging and friendly journey through H.P.
Lovecraft’s tales of cosmic terror and wonder, Tour de
Lovecraft: The Tales provides the ideal companion to
the work of the twentieth century’s greatest American
horrorist. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
AOP 1008................................................... $19.95

BANDAI CO.

WAR OF THE RING:
DELUXE GAME MAT

The official War of the Ring Deluxe Game
Mat is a giant neoprene playing mat (laser
cut, 128 x 88 cm size) with an enlarged
playing area, for easier gameplay, printed
on high-quality, foldable material. This beautiful mat features the amazing John Howes
depiction of Middle-earth created exclusively for War of the Ring. Scheduled to ship in
April 2022.
AGS WOTR019	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $69.90

THE ARMY PAINTER

NOT FINAL ART

DIGIMON TCG: DIGITAL HAZARD BOOSTER DISPLAY (24) (EX-02)

Theme Booster Digital Hazard [EX 02] is a Booster Set themed on the anime Digimon
Tamers, which is immensely popular among fans! All cards contained in this set
have brand new text! Fans who watched the anime in real time, as well as casual
players, will be satisfied with the contents of this set! The Digimon Tamers that will
be featured in this close up include Gallantmon, one of the Royal Knights, and other
highly popular Digimon, so there is no lack of character popularity. This product also
includes many cards that correspond to the latest meta, including generic cards of
each color. Each display box contains a box topper of Alt Art promo cards. NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2624853	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

BATTLEFIELD PRESS
SPEEDPAINT: MEGA SET
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The all-in-one Warpaint Speedpaint is truly a one-coat painting solution.
In the Speedpaint Mega Set you will find the entire range of our highly
anticipated new Speedpaint formula. Simply apply one rich coat of
Speedpaint directly over a primed miniature and you are done! All of the
colours in the Speedpaint range are made with our tried and true highquality heavy pigments. This, combined with an innovative resin medium
solution that flows perfectly over your miniatures, creates an unparalleled
painting solution to help you get more time for gaming!
TAP WP8053	���������������������������������������������������������������������������� $99.00

PROTECTOR5

Welcome to a world of superheroes. With this
book you can make your own and protect
your city. Full rules exist on making characters
from Street Level to Paragon. Fully compatible
with the Fifth Edition of the world’s most
popular role playing game. Scheduled to ship
in February 2022.
BPI 7877........................................... $50.00

CAPSTONE GAMES
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CLINIC: CAMPAIGN BOOK EXPANSION

This book contains 3 Campaign Modes, all of
which are designed for 1 - 4 players: The Thematic
Campaigns - Each of these campaigns facilitates
learning the rules of the myriad expansions. The
epansions are gathered into 5 main themes, and
each theme is a separate campaign. Each scenario
of a campaign introduces the expansions gradually
(but cumulatively), easing the learning curve.
The Medium Curve - 8 scenarios, each of which
combines a cross-section of 5 expansions from
the 5 themes defined in the Thematic Campaigns.
The Expert Campaign - 5 scenarios, each of which
combines 8 - 9 expansions to tell a story (actual
story included). A game inside a game for 1 to 4
players! Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CSG CLINIC-CB...................................... $14.95

CLINIC: DELUXE EDITION

Your Town Center is flourishing, but as the city
grows, the need for emergency medical care grows
with it. Fortunately, you and your business partners
have the wherewithal to build a clinic to help those
in need of more than first aid. Unfortunately, just
before groundbreaking, your differing views of the
ideal clinic cause a schism between you, and you
go your separate ways, with patients already lining
up in pre-admissions. Each of you decides to build
the clinic of your dreams, trying to hire doctors,
nurses, and maintenance staff, and build new
modules, specialized services, and even parking,
in order to meet the needs of the patients ailing in
pre-admissions. This is your Clinic! Build it however
you like to give patients the care they need, so you
can make your Clinic the most popular one in town!
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CSG CLINIC-DLX.......................................$79.95

CLINIC: EXTENSION 1 EXPANSION

CLINIC: EXTENSION 3 EXPANSION

In Clinic: Extension 3, you can add some
amazing modules to your base game! You
can call in the helicopter or a fire truck
to try to quickly treat patients in critical
condition. People making a hospital visit
can check out the new gift shop, and
you can even use therapy dogs to help
accentuate psychiatric services. And
there’s a rumor that some patients saw
ghosts in their rooms at night, but that’s just
talk, right? This box includes 12 expansion
modules and 3 variants that can be mixed
and matched to create a hugh amount of
variety in your Clinic games! Scheduled to
ship in March 2022.
CSG CLINIC-03...........................$49.95

CLINIC: EXTENSION 4 EXPANSION

Did you ever think about underground
activities in a clinic? Well, sometimes the
oddest activities go on in the most remote
areas of the clinic. Behind locked doors,
in the shadows, a talented ‘surgeon’
performs the most delicate operations: A
hidden room, flickering in a thin luminous
halo, hosts disquieting experiments...
Expand your clinic downward! This box
contains Basement player boards with
two difficulty levels, Locker Rooms, Boiler
Rooms, and Dr. Funkenstein’s Laboratory!
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CSG CLINIC-04...........................$24.95

CLINIC: EXTENSION 5 EXPANSION

The final boxed expansion for Clinic to help expand your
clinic further! This box features all new layouts for the ground
floor of your clinic - the very foundation upon which you will
build your health center now has various layouts for you to
explore. Additionally, extra large, double-sized tiles provide
new ways of building your clinic in this final expansion box.
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CSG CLINIC-05.......................................................$24.95

CATALYST GAME LABS

Your Clinic is really taking off, but growing
competition is a challenge! You need every edge to
stand out from the other healthcare options. Provide
specialty care for certain types of patients, build your
buildings higher, whatever it takes! Clinic: Extension
1 contains numerous expansions which are all
compatible with one another. These expansions are
modular, meaning you choose which modules to
incorporate into your game of Clinic. The rules for
each module are incredibly short and succinct, so
you can get to gaming quickly! Scheduled to ship in
March 2022.
CSG CLINIC-01...........................................$49.95

CLINIC: EXTENSION 2 EXPANSION

In Clinic: Extension 2, you will go even further in the realistic
management of a clinic. You will hire tireless stretcher bearers
and young secretaries just out of school to help create
efficiency in your building. The new Reanimation, Emergency,
and Radiology departments will help you to welcome new
patients. Pediatric Hubs will even let you provide the best of
care for children. The ultra modern scanner, soft beds, and
even the ever-important coffee machine will undoubtedly
allow you to charge more for taking care of Patients. This
box includes 13 expansion modules that can be mixed
and matched with the base game and all extension boxes
FEB to create a huge amount of variety in your Clinic games!
2022
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CSG CLINIC-02....................................................$49.95
4

BATTLETECH: TAMAR RISING

Tamar Rising is a BattleTech sourcebook providing full details of the events in the
former Clan Jade Falcon Occupation Zone from 3151 to mid-3152. Included are a
full historical summary of events in that region of space, personality and unit profiles
of key players—many appearing here for the first time, and game information to
bring it all to your BattleTech tabletop. Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
CAT 35902...............................................................................................$34.99

CROWD GAMES
WINDMILL: CUTE SECRETS
EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CGA 02002................................$20.00
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CRYPTOZOIC
ENTERTAINMENT

SHADOWRUN RPG:
THE THIRD PARALLEL

DOCTOR WHO RPG: SECOND
EDITION STARTER SET

Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CAT 28403.................................$49.99

CHAOSIUM

DC COMICS DBG:
CRISIS COLLECTION 1

Crisis Expansion Pack 1 and 2 reimagine
the eight Super Heroes from the original
DC Deck-Building Game and the eight
from Heroes Unite with Crisis versions for
cooperative play. In addition, the SuperVillains from those games and some new
ones have been upgraded to Impossible
Mode, making them much more difficult to
defeat. There are even six new oversized
Super Heroes in each expansion to go
along with all the new main deck cards!
This is not a stand-alone product. Requires
any DC Deck Building Game base game to
play. Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
CZE 29408.................................$39.99

CUBICLE 7

Doctor Who RPG: Second Edition Starter
Set contains everything you need to start
your adventures across all of space and
time. Whether you’re a complete beginner
at roleplaying games or looking for an
epic new campaign, this boxed set is the
perfect starting point for anyone wanting
to experience the vast universe of Doctor
Who. The Timeless Library is a brand new
adventure for players of all experience
levels. It sends a group of new and varied
companions on a journey to a vast library
filled with dangerous artefacts and even
more dagerous invaders. The story continues
in the epic campaign The Echo Chamber
and a quest to recover The Hermit’s Lantern,
providing new and established characters
a wealth of adventure that will take them to
surprising new worlds. Scheduled to ship in
March 2022.
CB7 1305...................................$29.99

WARHAMMER 40K WRATH &
GLORY RPG: REDACTED RECORDS

Redacted Records includes: Insight into the
diverse and terffifying space hulks of the
Gilead System, from the Chaos-touched
Caveat Emptor to the Genestealer-infested
Dominus Vobiscum and the Orkish
battleground designated Wrath of Janus,
Rules and tables to generate your own
space hulk, including areas, occupants,
events, and salvage, New Frameworks
for Agents from all branches of the
Imperium, including the elite Adeptus
Astra Telepahtica, Dozens of new Talents
to enrich your Wrath & Glory games,
Reports on the strange Servitor patterns of
the Gilead System including the corrupted
butcher-servitors of the Abattoir of the
Luminous Emperor, Dossiers on some of
the sinister cults of Avachrus and Nethreus
to further imperil your Agents. Scheduled
to ship in February 2022.
CB7 2616...................................$34.99

DARRINGTON PRESS
TAL’DOREI 5E CAMPAIGN
SETTING REBORN

CALL OF CTHULHU:
CULTS OF CTHULHU

Cults of Cthulhu delves into the human
side of the dark and horrific world
of those who worship the dead yet
dreaming abomination known as
Great Cthulhu. Here, twisted humans
try to find meaning in a hopeless
universe, and seek purpose in their
fleeting and insignificant lives. This
is the world of the Cthulhu Cult and
those who hear its masters dark call.
In Call of Cthulhu there are many who
serve the alien forces of the universe
and seek to trade favor for power.
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
CHA 23177-H....................... $49.99

CHRONICLE BOOKS

DRESSED UP DOGS
MEMORY GAME

Looking for the paw-fect game? Look no
further than this Dressed Up Dogs Memory
Game from Ridley’s Games! Take it in
FEB turns to pick two cards to reveal and try to
2022
match the dogs to their fetching costumed
companions! The player with the most
6
mat... Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
CHR 3086...................................$13.00

Tal’Dorei Campaign Setting Reborn is the
definitive sourcebook for bringing the locations,
people, creatures, and character options of
the Tal’Dorei continent to roleplaying games
everywhere. The popular webseries Critical
Role first explored Tal’Dorei, a fantasy-filled
land brimming with tales of heroes and wonder,
through the epic adventures of Vox Machina.
Now, players everywhere can live the magic and
stories to rival the beloved show. After the smash
success of the original campaign setting for 5e,
we’re bringing this in-demand sourcebook back
in an even grander iteration. Scheduled to ship in
February 2022.
DRP TDR-001.........................................$49.99

WARHAMMER AGE OF
SIGMAR - SOULBOUND RPG:
STEAM AND STEEL

Warhammer Age of Sigmar Souldbound
Steam and Steel presents everything you
need to begin crafting your own weapons,
armour, and machines of war. This book
contains new aetheric equipment for the
Kharadron, new Fyreslayer runes, new
weapons and crafting rules, alchemy and
potion making, and rules for vehicular
combat along with dozens of example
ships and war machines. Not only that,
but Steam and Steel explores what crafting
means to cultures across the Mortal Realms
- for some it is simply a job, for others it
reflects a lifelong devotion to their deity.
Steam and Steel provides in-depth rules
for crafting your own unique equipment.
Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
CB7 2530...................................$34.99

DEVIR AMERICAS

BITOKU

In Bitoku, the players take on the roles of Bitoku spirits of the forest in their path towards
transcendence, with the goal of elevating themselves and becoming the next great spirit
of the forest. To do so, they will have the help of the yokai, the kodamas and the different
pilgrims that accompany them on their path. This is a hand-management, engine-building
game with multiple paths to victory. Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
DVR DEVBGBITOKU	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $69.99

DRAGONS FIRE GAMES

GAMBLER: A GUNSLINGER
EXPANSION

EPIC SEVEN ARISE: ACOLYTES SET

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
FGE 7AEX02...............................$32.00

GAMES

The original Gunslinger is a fast paced
spaghetti western card game where one
minute you are standing tall and the next
you are taking a dirt nap. This game can
be learned and played in less than eight
minutes. Once you play a few rounds
you will be a Pro, or Addicted, or Both!
I’d bet my britches on it. Both Gunslinger
and Gambler are stand alone card games.
Players can choose to mix the games or
combine multiple copies of the same
game for additional players. Each game
is designed to be played with up to five
players. Depending on the number of
players and their experience level, games
are completed less than ten minutes.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
DFG 201.....................................$24.99

GUNSLINGER BONANZA

EPIC SEVEN ARISE:
FOR HOPE EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
FGE 7AEX01...............................$45.00

FARSIDE GAMES

EPIC SEVEN ARISE:
GUARDIANS SET

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
FGE 7AEX03...............................$17.00

EPIC SEVEN ARISE

Epic Seven Arise is the tabletop adaptation
of the popular mobile game in which the
heroes must save the 7th world from
destruction. Official licensed by Smilegate
Megaport. Each player takes on the role of
the Heirs, beings created by the Goddess
of Life, Diche, to protect the world of Orbis
from the Archdemon and the Acolytes. The
game can be played as a campaign mode,
but can also be played independently
and does not have to be played in any
particular order. The board game greatly
expands the universe of the original Epic
Seven mobile game and emphasizes
the depth of the storyline, focusing on
interactions driven by the game’s storylines
and decision making. Scheduled to ship in
April 2022.
FGE 7A001...............................$100.00

FLOYD LU
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The fast paced extremely addictive
spaghetti western shoot out and saloon
brawl, all in one place. With both
Gunslinger and Gambler in one package
you will never know what will happen.
Gunslinger and Gambler can be learned
and played in less than ten minutes each.
They can be played as stand alone games
or combined to create an epic western
experience. Players: 2 to 5. Ages: 10 and
up. Play Time: 2 to 10 minutes. Scheduled
to ship in February 2022.
DFG 402.....................................$39.99

KOI GARDEN

Koi Garden is a compact and harmonious
2-4 player card game about placing cards
down in your own pond to connect tiles
and pathways. Wildlife all score and move
differently throughout your everchanging
pond which will make for unique and
different gameplay. Scheduled to ship in
February 2022.
FLU 028715................................$24.99
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GAME AND A
CURRY GAMES

GADFLY STUDIOS
SHASN

BATTLE OF THE BOYBANDS
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SHASN is an epic game of politics, ehtics,
and strategy for 3-5 players. Influence voters,
capture areas, gerrymander, and maybe
even betray your morals to win. Players are
put in the middle of an election campaign
where they build a tableau of ideologies. As
the players progress in the game, they must
choose between sticking to their ideals or
molding them as per their needs. In a game
of trading, coercion, and strategy, players
must do whatever it takes to survive and
dominate. Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
GAD 01101	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $90.00

GALLANT KNIGHT GAMES

FEB
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JIANGSHI: BLOOD IN
THE BANQUET HALL

Jiangshi: Blood in the Banquet Hall is a collaborative
storytelling RPG about a Chinese-American family
making their living by running a restaurant in one
of America’s Chinatowns, circa 1920. Players take
on the roles of members in the family, spanning
three generations, who face threats of Jiangshi
(hopping vampires) at night and oppression by
day. Players must balance the responsibility of
running and maintaining their family business with
protecting themselves and their community from the
supernatural forces.
GAC WIG-400........................................ $69.95

LAIR
GALLANTVERSE CAMPAIGN GUIDE

The GallantVerse Campaign Guide is the
first expansion for the award-winning
Tiny Supers roleplaying game. This book
is packed with expansion material for
your Tiny Supers campaign, including:
GallantVerse setting expansions for
South America, The European Union,
and archvillain Thule’s Atlantis! Three
new archetypes: The Brute, Stalker and
Trickster. New power traits, customization
traits and other mechanical enhancements
for your hero! Narrative-focused rules for
Strongholds and Bases! Scheduled to ship
in February 2022.
GKG 066....................................$34.99

LIGHTHEARTED

Welcome to the magical 80’s dream world
of Lighthearted. You are a Prep, Jock, Geek,
Rebel, or Outcast, like those kids in The
Breakfast Club, except you are just about
to start magic community college. Through
play, we’ll explore how you grow out of
your high school cliques all while dealing
with magical mishaps, college parties,
vampires, and worse...finals! Lighthearted
is a complete tabletop roleplaying game
that uses the language of film and television
to reimagine the coming of age stories
popular in 80’s teen movies Scheduled to
ship in February 2022.
GKG LIH001................................$39.99

MECHA & MONSTERS: EVOLVED

Mecha & Monsters: Evolved is an updated, refined and
fully stand-alone game for the TinyD6 line. Using the
rules in this book, you’ll be able to play giant stompy
robots defending civilization, awakened monsters
wreaking havoc to teach mankind a lesson, bizarre
deep space hybrids and so, so much more. Character
creation is simple, fast, and exciting. You pick your
character type based on the exciting stories your
Game Master is going to tell, you pick a few Systems
or Evolutions that each grant a single benefit, and
you’re done! What are you waiting for? Get Stompy!
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
GKG 089..................................................... $39.99

Lair is a small-box, euro-style, worker placement, basebuilding game where you are in charge of overseeing
the construction of a secret underground base for your
nefarious boss Mr White. Points are awarded for
building a diverse layout of rooms. Rooms also have
special powers. Direct 2 types of workers; low level
henchmen to claim a room, and the boss to activate the
rooms powers. These powers can help you get more
points, or impede others. Points are tracked along an
expanding score track that is also the central elevator
shaft. Get your score marker to the bottom of the shaft
to win. Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
GAC 1010.................................................... $24.95

GAMES & GRATITUDE
ARE YOU A POTTY MOUTH?

Are You A Potty Mouth is a hilarious, fastpaced, easy to learn game filled with fun
facts, random trivia and plenty of useless
knowledge. The first person to correctly
answer 10 cards wins. The Twist: when one
has collected 9 cards anyone can challenge
them to take a challenge card and if answered
incorrectly the challenger wins the card. It’s
perfect game for a memorable game night
with family and friends, parties, or anytime you just want to have fun! Scheduled to ship in
February 2022.
GNG PM001	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

GEEK ATTITUDE GAMES
TEMPLES & TOMBS

2022

Battle of the Boybands is a game where 3
to 5 players take on the roles of producers
in the pop music industry and must build
boy bands to compete in special events.
The player with the most points at the end
of six rounds wins. Scheduled to ship in
January 2022.
GAC 1012..................................$29.95

Temples & Tombs is a roleplaying game devoted to
creating the fast-paced adventures popularized in
pulp magazines that led to films like Raiders of the
Lost Ark, The Mummy (1999), and Romancing the
Stone. Built on the Year Zero Engine system, the
framework that drives Free League’s games such as
Tales from the Loop and Mutant Year Zero, Temples &
Tombs is adapted to fit the two-fisted adventure pulp
genre in several key ways. Custom skills and talents
engineered for a fast-paced and adventurous setting.
Luck mechanic that provides more dice for added
chances of success, but with a chance to ‘run out of
luck’. Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
GKG CCG001............................................. $24.99

AQUARENA

Countryside ponds are little slices of
paradise where everything is calm and
peaceful. Or so it seems... For ponds
people, this poetic backdrop represents a
daily struggle for survival, where it’s eat
or be eaten! Aquarena shows us what
the food chain near a pond looks like.
Carefully position your predators around
the pond, so they can catch their favorite
prey. But beware: they too can fall prey
to other predators. Scheduled to ship in
February 2022.
LUM AQU01...............................$27.99

GREATER THAN GAMES
THE CUBE: AREA 51

You are a department head at Area 51,
assigned to The Cube reconstruction
project. Manipulate, move, tessellate, and
plan as you work to rebuild the alien craft
with your fellow department heads. You’re
all working together to reactivate the
ship, but only one of you can be the ships
captain and interface with the companion
AI! Which department will gain control
over The Cube?
GTG CUBE-CORE........................$19.95

KING OF DICE: THE BOARD GAME

Humans, dwarves, fairies, gnomes, and
elves have come together from all over to
live peacefully in the kingdom. But things
are starting to get crowded, new lands
need to be found, and quickly! With skill
and luck, players roll the dice to claim the
best new citizens and occupy as many
connected spaces on the map as possible.
The player who can secure the best lands
for their growing kingdom, and the most
gemstones, wins. A kingly strategic dice
and board game. Scheduled to ship in
March 2022.
HAB 306401...............................$39.99

Tonight won’t be a peaceful night! In the
garden of the Moonlight Castle, Zirroz
the magician uses his power to make
all the kingdoms jewels magically float
away. To stop him, the players creep
cleverly through the castle garden and
collect colorful pebbles. They pick the
right moment to secretly swap them for the
stolen gems. But be careful the colors need
to match, otherwise the plan won’t work!
The player who recovers the most jewels
wins. A magically colorful collecting and sliding game. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
HAB 306483	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99

HORRIBLE GUILD

TINY TURBO CARS
DUNGEON FIGHTER

In Dungeon Fighter, a fully cooperative
board game, players take on the roles
of heroes venturing deep into a three-tier
dungeon. Along the way, they explore the
dungeon, search its many rooms, and face
endless hordes of vicious monsters. Best of
all, your skill determines the ability of your
character. Can you kill Medusa without
looking into her eyes, defeat the Minotaur
in the labyrinth, or resist the breath of
the dragon? You will feel truly part of a
centuries-old battle between good and
evil... with a touch of foolish stupidity.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
LUM DUF01.................................$49.99

Tiny Turbo Cars is a frantic race game for
2 to 4 players in which you program the
movements of your tiny toy car in advance,
with a sliding puzzle acting as your
remote controller. Choose your car, grab
your remote controller, create the track,
and get ready to race! This is a fierce
race, with pitfalls around every corner
and unscrupulous adversaries! Don’t miss
your chance to shoot your missiles at
your opponents before they hit you! The
first player to cross the finish line wins!
Scheduled to ship in December 2021
LUM HG063................................$34.99
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INDIE BOARDS & CARDS

TOKYO SIDEKICK: PUZZLE
(1000 PCS)

GAMES

Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
GGD JPG259..................................................PI

THE TREE LINED AVENUE
AEON’S END DBG: LEGACY OF GRAVEHOLD

Aeon’s End: Legacy of Gravehold is the second legacy game in the Aeon’s End line of
games. Legacy of Gravehold has a deeper, more immersive narrative with branching
paths. After each game, players will receive experience. They will spend that experience
on enhancement stickers, those along with player cards will allow the players to become
more powerful. However, the nemeses that players will face grow stronger and stronger
with each battle. Legacy of Gravehold has more than twice as many mages as all
previous base sets, and more than twice as many nemeses as well. Scheduled to ship
in March 2022.
IBC AELG1	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$99.00

There’s a new plan to build a large park with its
symbolic tree-lined avenues. However, the planned
avenues are crossed, and the number of available
trees are limited. Design your park so the avenues you
are in charge of are the most beautiful in the park!
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
GGD JPG242....................................................... PI

KOBOLD PRESS
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JAPANIME GAMES

KOBOLD GUIDE TO WORLDBUILDING V2

The Kobold Guide to Worldbuilding Volume 2
features 15 stars of tabletop roleplaying games
and fantasy fiction, such as Gail Simone, Keith
Baker, Veronica Roth, Ken Liu, Kate Elliott, Mike
Shea, Tobias S. Buckell, Shanna Germain,
Cassandra Khaw, Gabe Hicks, the Dungeon Dudes
(Monty Martin & Kelly McLaughlin) and more.
What worlds await? Let’s find out! Scheduled to
ship in April 2022.
PZO KOB9283..........................................$19.99

MOMIJI

In Momiji, you must carefully manage your hand
of cards to collect gorgeous autumn leaves as they
fall from the trees of the Imperial Garden. Use
the unique powers of the landscape to aid you
as you pursue your goals and try to gather the
most amazing collection before the last leaf falls!
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
GGD JPG265................................................... PI

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG: ALBAZ, ECCLESIA, AND TRI-BRIGADE
SAILOR MOON CRYSTAL:
IMPOSTEROUS

The Deathbusters have captured someone
from the Sailor Guardians team and
replaced them with a Daimon imposter!
Fortunately, Luna and Artemis discovered
their evil plot and now everyone must work
together to identify the pretender. By asking
the characters a series of questions and then
comparing the answers for ones that don’t
align with the rest of the group, the cats can
unmask the imposter and direct the rescue of the captured teammate before it’s too late.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
GGD JPG807	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

TOKYO SIDEKICK

Tokyo Sidekick takes deck building, board
movement, and cooperative action to
a new level. Players build Superhero/
Sidekick teams and move around the
board representing Tokyo, handling
disasters and villains alike. Players use
their deck as a resource to power their
actions and special moves to defeat their
enemies and solve problems. Before long,
the Menace arrives and must be dealt
with! Tokyo Sidekick is for 2-4 players and
is heavily influenced by both Japanese
FEB
2022 culture and Western comics. Scheduled to
ship in February 2022.
12 GGD JPG255...................................... PI

9-POCKET
PORTFOLIO

CARD CASE

KON 85645........... $4.99

SLEEVES PACK (50)

KON 85639........... $3.99

KON 85643........... $9.99

GAME MAT

KON 85641	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG:
LEGENDARY DUELISTS #9 BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)

Legendary Duelists: Season 3 collects cards for heroes, villains, and heroes-turnedvillains, all in one place! Featuring cards introduced in Legendary Duelists: Immortal
Destiny and Legendary Duelists: Magical Hero, Legendary Duelists: Season 3 is
the go-to set for fans of Dark Magician, HERO, Synchrons, and more! Each box of
Legendary Duelists: Season 3 includes 1 Secret Rare a rarity that wasn’t available in
Immortal Destiny or Magical Hero as well as 6 Ultra Rares. And as a special bonus,
each Legendary Duelists: Season 3 box will also contain one of several collectible dice
featuring famous monsters or symbols associated with Yugi, Jaden, and Yusei. NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85649	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$127.92

LEGENDARY GAMES
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YU-GI-OH! TCG: LEGENDARY DUELISTS - SEASON 3 BOX DISPLAY (8)

GAMES

Dive into the next Legendary
Duelists booster pack featuring
new cards for 3 WATER monster
strategies used by Duelists from
the
Yu-Gi-Oh!,
Yu-Gi-Oh!
ZEXAL, and Yu-Gi-Oh! VRAINS
animated series. Brand-new
cards for the strategies used by
famed fisherman and Duelist
Mako Tsunami, Nash, the alter
ego of Shark and leader of the
Seven Barian Emperors, and
Skye Zaizen (as Blue Maiden)
splash into this upcoming set.
A whale of a tale awaits with a
new version of Mako Tsunamis
Fortress Whale that can strike
down your opponents monster before it can attack! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85703	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$75.24

THE DRAGONS HOARD (5E)

In this month’s features you’ll find: The Treasure Trove, featuring magnificent magic items
like the ghost shackles, wand of burning flames, element pharaoh’s crook, and sword
string violin! Baskers Books, featuring new spells for almost every 5E spellcaster like frost
spiral, horrific doubles, boneshaker, and bloodbath! Class Acts, featuring new class
options for your 5E heroes like the new ballistic barbarian, relic medium, and the spirit
tamer! Marvelous Monsters, featuring killer creatures across every challenge level like
the devastating living crematory, the fear some dullahan, and the murderous bloodthirsty
manikin! Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
#12 LGP 526DH125E	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $11.99
#13 LGP 532DH135E	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $12.99
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LOKE BATTLEMATS

LEGENDARY CARTOMANCER (5E)

Cards of Power! The Cartomancer is a
brand-new class for D&D 5th Edition,
a spellcaster dabbling in every magical
tradition as they draw power from a card
deck that is equal parts weapon and
magical focus. Mystical gamblers and
masters of chance, cartomancers use their
cards as tools for weaving spells with decks
that may focus on divination, illusion, and
mental manipulation, elements and flora
and fauna with a primal deck, raw power
of life and death with a divine deck, or the
diverse and balanced options of an arcane
deck. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
LGP 504NC045E.........................$15.99

LEGENDARY LOOT CARDS #3 (5E)

Legendary Loot Cards bring you a wealth
of treasures for your D&D 5E campaign,
each beautifully illustrated and with
complete rules! You’ll find dozens and
dozens of magic items of every kind, from
the adaptive holy symbol to the zombie
apocalypse siege shot, from common items
like the admixture vial and bomb sniper
goggles to legendary treasures like the
blade-eating battleaxe and dimensional
bomb. You’ll find magical implements like
the gauntlet of staveguarding and papyrus
of supplication alongside weapons like the
silverspark longbow and holy liberator,
as well as all-purpose tools! Scheduled to
ship in March 2022.
LGP 528LLC035E.........................$19.99

MOTHER OF MONSTERS
PLAYERS GUIDE (5E)

The 64-page Mother of Monsters Players Guide
brings your players insights into the politics and
geography of the their realm, alongside new
player options to create heroes unique to the
Kagari Islands. This spoiler-free resource has all
the information your players need and nothing
they don’t, including new races, classes, feats,
spells, and even a custom language! 6 new player
lineages, including galbiska, maegalin, centaur,
minotaur, pikari merfolk, and the variant humans of
the Kagari Isles. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
LGP 529MOM015E............................... $19.99

BATTLE MATS: LOKE’S
IMMERSIVE GM SCREEN

Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
LBM 022.....................................$17.00

MOTHER OF MONSTERS:
STONE MOTHERS ASSAULT (5E)

PATHFINDER SECOND EDITION
RPG: SHAMAN CLASS

Spirits of Power. Legendary Shamans is
the latest volume in our series of classfocused player supplements for Pathfinder
Second Edition, this time focusing on
the master channelers of the spirit world
known as shamans. This new class is a
versatile spellcaster that blends veneration
of nature and the wild things that dwell
therein with the myth and fantasy of
animist shamanism. Scheduled to ship in
March 2022.
LGP 510LC31PF2.........................$13.99

The Wilderness Books of Battle Mats
are the third in Loke’s trilogy of fantasy
modular map books. Following Towns &
Taverns and the ENnie winning Dungeon,
The Wilderness is a pair of modular
map books that make storytelling easy.
Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
LBM 023.....................................$44.99

BATTLE MATS: UNTOLD ENCOUNTERS OF
THE RANDOM KIND

This 340+ page book not only offers 1000+ random
encounters but also provides a 5E conversion guide.
AND offers random roll tables throughout. Scheduled
to ship in February 2022.
LBM 025.....................................................$40.00

MODIPHIUS

STAR TREK ADVENTURES RPG
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.

GAMEMASTER’S GUIDE

This incredible 106-page D&D 5E
adventure for 1st-4th level characters is
inspired by the epic mythology of Ancient
Greece. Pit your heroes against the
monstrous minions of the Underworld as
they set forth on the Mother of Monsters
Adventure Path. In this adventure, your
heroes must uncover the plots of ambitious
nobles, brave haunted forests, infiltrate
war camps, and delve into the Underworld
FEB to face an evil thought long gone from the
2022
world. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
LGP 531MOM035E.....................$25.99
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BATTLE MATS: WILDERNESS BOOK
OF BATTLE MATS

The Gamemasters Guide for the Star Trek
Adventures roleplaying game presents a
wealth of information for new or novice
Star Trek gamemasters, as well as for
experienced gamemasters looking for
additional guidance and new options to
enhance their missions and campaigns.
This full color, 248 page digest is packed
full of gamemaster advice, tables, and
artwork, all designed to enhance your
gameplay and delight your players. This
guide requires a Star Trek Adventures core
rulebook to use. A primer on the essential
elements of Star Trek, setting details,
technology, and how Star Trek Adventures
enables you to fold those elements into
your game experiences.
MUH 052341..............................$39.99

PLAYER’S GUIDE

The Players Guide for the Star Trek
Adventures roleplaying game presents
a wealth of information and advice for
gamers new to Star Trek and to Star Trek
Adventures, as well as for experienced
players looking for additional guidance and
new options to enhance their characters
and games. This full color, 264 page digest
is packed full of player-focused options,
advice, tables, and artwork, all designed to
enhance your Star Trek Adventures game.
This guide requires a Star Trek Adventures
core rulebook to use. A wealth of new
character options, including new nonStarfleet character roles, more than 40
new talents, additional details on existing
character roles and insights into using the
game mechanics gleaned from 4 years of
feedback and development.
MUH 052340..............................$39.99

MONGOOSE
PUBLISHING

TRAVELLER: 2300AD BOX SET

The 2300AD box set contains: Book 1
Characters & Equipment: Everything
you need to create explorers,
company agents, military personnel,
merchants and other inhabitants of
2300AD. This book also contains
a comprehensive equipment guide,
personal augmentations, and a
selection of robots and drones
commonly used in space and on
colony worlds. Book 2 The Worlds
of 2300AD: An exploration of the
universe of 2300AD, from the Core
worlds to the furthest colonies. Book
3 Vehicles & Spacecraft: A full guide
to operating and fighting in spacecraft
and vehicles, from humble dirt bikes
to powerful spacegoing frigates.
Starchart of Known Space: A massive
poster map depicting every star system
known to humanity and the routes
starships take to each. Scheduled to
ship in February 2022.
MGP 20020.......................... $99.99

TRAVELLER 2300AD AEROSPACE
ENGINEERS HANDBOOK

The Aerospace Engineers Handbook
provides everything you need to design
not just the ships of human space, but also
the vessels of the alien Kaefers, Pentapods,
and Sung. It also covers the design of
drones, space stations, and alternative
means of achieving orbit. Alongside this,
there is further information on those living
in space, the outsiders who abandoned
planets for the stars, along with the
major space powers and their fleets. The
Aerospace Engineers Handbook also
contains a selection of drones and ships,
for Travellers to command, fight, or run
away from, with advanced rules for
spacecraft combatScheduled to ship in
March 2022.
MGP 20021................................$49.99

TRAVELLER: CORE ADVENTURE
1: INVASIVE SPECIES
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Star Trek Adventures transports you
into the role of a Starfleet officer,
going boldly, and exploring the final
frontier, where you can create brand
new characters and crew your own
Starfleet vessel or play as your favourite
officers from the original series! The
Tricorder Collectors Boxed Set opens
like the tricorder from the original
series, and includes everything you
need to play Star Trek Adventures!
Featuring updated original era layout
and art throughout, this digest-sized
boxed set is as charming as James T.
Kirk and as practical as Spock! Star
Trek Adventures digest edition core
rulebook, styled after the original series.
MUH 051075........................ $89.99

GAMES

TRICORDER COLLECTOR’S
BOX SET

Invasive Species includes: A complete
adventure set in the Core. The Superb
Starling, a customised Type-K safari
ship. New and exciting animal
encounters, including the sly and
ferocious shakuurzarpi of Akussanja.
Maps of two wild alien worlds.
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
MGP 40061.......................... $19.99
FEB
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TRAVELLER: CORE ADVENTURE 2:
LAST CALL AT ENERIS CANTINA

Last Call at Eneris Cantina includes:
Deck plans, rules and illustrations of
Affinity Highport. A new spacecraft, the
Rammiakhildru, and a new vehicle, the
Seaskimmer. World map and animal
encounters for the wild waterworld of
Affinity. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
MGP 40062................................$19.99

TRAVELLER: FIELD CATALOGUE

The Field Catalogue presents a selection
of weaponry and equipment to suit all
budgets and requirements, from handguns
to grav tanks, from boots to starships.
This book also has rules for situations
the average Traveller never encounters:
chemical warfare, standoff missile attacks,
artillery bombardment and manoeuvring
under fire on a low-gravity planetoid.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40067................................$49.99
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TRAVELLER: MERCENARIES
OF CHARTED SPACE

Mercenaries of Charted Space explores the
mercenary marketplace in Charted Space, from
the Zhodani Consulate to the rimward fringes; from
the Aslan Hierate to the Two Thousand worlds.
The unique characteristics of each region are
detailed, along with some of the dealers, agencies
and notable mercenary forces found there and
ongoing conflicts to plunge right into. Learn how to
approach an Aslan noble with an offer of service,
and what to expect in return; how to register
with the Imperial authorities, and whether the
Instellarms Million Credit Bond is worth the money.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40066.......................................... $44.99

TRAVELLER: SECRETS
OF THE ANCIENTS

The mercenaries need to demonstrate they
would have made a good-faith attempt
at the mission objectives had they not
been hamstrung, but rules of engagement
preclude offensive operations. The
mercenaries are allowed to support patrols
that come under attack, however, so with
a little creativity they may have a pretext
to pick a fight and hopefully win it. An
unexpectedly hot engagement reveals the
insurgents are receiving offworld support,
including advanced weapons. Scheduled
to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40070................................$19.99

Fully updated for the latest edition of
Traveller! A complete campaign of truly
epic proportions, Secrets of the Ancients
delves into the dark past of the Charted
Space universe, and the legacy of a race
of incredibly advanced and powerful
aliens. Over the course of this campaign,
the Travellers will see sights no human
has ever dreamed of, meddle with
powers beyond understanding, clash with
secret factions within the Imperium, and
ultimately help shape the destiny of all
Charted Space. Secrets of the Ancients
will start your Travellers off within the
familiar Spinward Marches, but quickly
escalates to take them into times, places
and dimensions they barely dreamed of.
This is Traveller at its very best. Scheduled
to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40072................................$49.99

TRAVELLER: MERCENARY BOX SET

TRAVELLER: MERCENARY
ADVENTURE 1 - VERLOREN HOOP

The war for Medrealm is entering its final
stages. As the balance tips ever further
towards the Galian Federation, offworld
mercenaries and their Medrealmer allies
are trapped in the Rammline Pocket.
Rumours abound that the Galians are
not honouring repatriation bonds. The
nearest repatriation haven is hundreds
of kilometres away, and evacuation by
grav vehicle is not possible unless Galian
aerospace interdiction can be evaded.
The choice is between surrender and a
desperate lunge up the Aix Valley to buy
time for a desperate enterprise a Verloren
Hoop, or Forlorn Hope. Scheduled to ship
FEB in February 2022.
2022
MGP 40068................................$19.99
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TRAVELLER: MERCENARY
ADVENTURE 3 MUST TRAVEL, NEED GUNS

TRAVELLER: MERCENARY
ADVENTURE 2 - BUG HUNT

The Pokoss are a destructive nuisance on
Paradise of El, but no more than that until
now. Their behaviour has changed, and
security forces are calling for assistance.
A mercenary unit is required to drive back
an infestation of the creatures threatening
Aldia City. The situation is much worse
than expected, with thousands of Pokoss
marching towards the city devouring
everything in their path. The city’s leadership
has staked everything on a defensive line
held by inexperienced and amateurish
militia. Overwhelmed by the enormous
numbers of Pokoss, the Travellers must
coordinate a defence of the city against
the external threat whilst dealing with
inept superiors and unruly militia leaders.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40069................................$19.99

Mercenary. Money will not always get
you good soldiers, but good soldiers
can always get you money or land, or
power, or whatever you are willing to
pay them to fight for. Raise Your Force.
Mercenary presents detailed rules for
raising and equipping a mercenary
force, training your troops and finding
the best or maybe just the cheapest
hardware on the market. Units are rated
according to their capabilities in critical
areas such as direct combat, aerospace
defence or bombardment. Unit Traits
provide additional capabilities that can
tip the balance of a close-fought battle.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40064................................$79.99

TRAVELLER: SPECIALIST FORCES

Specialist Forces presents information on
these experts, along with rules governing
their functions and equipment for their
use. Mercenaries hope they will never
be confronted with chemical or nuclear
warfare, but if they are this volume has
the necessary information. It also covers
the operations of specialist formations
ranging from armoured infantry to
security formations and intelligence
commandos. The unit world of Starmercs
is also explored, with information on the
operations and equipment undertaken by
forces whose primary asset is a starship.
Modules for converting a conventional ship
to a mercenary transport are presented,
along with specialist mercenary tickets.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40065................................$49.99

TRAVELLER: MERCENARY DICE SET

Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
MGP 40071...........................................$24.99

TRAVELLER: THE THIRD IMPERIUM

ODAM PUBLISHING
CARDWEAVER

CARDWEAVER:
CHARACTER PACK 1

CARDWEAVER:
CHARACTER PACK 2

Add the Psyblade and Light Bringer
Animus, and the Necromancer Nemesis!
Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
ODM CW002..............................$20.00

Add The Speaker, The Superhero Animus,
and the Seducer Nemesis! Scheduled to
ship in January 2022.
ODM CW003..............................$20.00

OSPREY GAMES
CRYPTID: URBAN LEGENDS

There’s something hiding among us, a creature
hitherto undiscovered prowling our very streets.
If you track it down, well, that’d be the discovery
of the century! Play as a determined scientist
manipulating heat, movement and sonic sensors
to scan the city, identify your quarrys true location
and capture them. Or take the role of a cryptid,
snaking your way through shadows and back alleys
of the metropolis that surrounds you, eliminating all
evidence of your existenceas you go, desperately
avoiding capture. Emerging victorious in this high
stakes cat-and-mouse chase, played out across a
sprawling urban landscape, will require all your
ingenuity and foresight. Cryptid: Urban Legends is
a tense asymmetric game of competitive deductive
reasoning for two players from the creators of
Cryptid. Scheduled to ship in April 2022.
OSP GAM042	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00
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CardWeaver
is
a
one-versus-all
deckbuilding card game based on the
world of The Shared Dream. Up to 3
players team up against another player
(or NPC) and whichever team survives
wins. Each player purchases cards
from a market (called The Dreamscape)
that is set by the character they have
chosen. This gives each character its own
capabilities, playstyle and strategies,
while emphasizing teamwork since no one
character can fill eeveryone role in the
team. Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
ODM CW01................................$40.00

GAMES

The Third Imperium is the greatest interstellar
empire in the history of Charted Space. Its
Emperors have reigned for a thousand years,
building a utopian society based upon the
pillars of duty, honour, free trade and a powerful
navy that protects its worlds and enforces its
laws. Despite all of its grand achievements,
the Imperium has a dark side. It has committed
genocide on its own worlds. Its leaders have
assassinated and murdered each other in
battle to obtain the throne. A civil war nearly
tore it apart, ending the dream of its visionary
first Emperor. Yet with all the Imperium has
been through, it has somehow endured. The
Third Imperium is at a crossroads, and choices
made now will determine whether it survives or
crumbles. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
MGP 40073	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99
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PATHFINDER RPG: LOST OMENS KNIGHTS OF LASTWALL
HARDCOVER (P2)

GAMES

PAIZO PUBLISHING

Fulfill your oath! When the armies of the
Whispering Tyrant marched on Lastwall,
the keeps and cities may have fallen, but
its people and their spirit did not falter!
Lost Omens Knights of Lastwall takes a
detailed look at the knights that took up
arms to continue the fight against the undead
hordes and evils that roam the world. This
book presents information on the Knights of
Lastwall organization, from joining the ranks,
to knightly training, to the missions to protect
the innocent and defeat evil. The book also
features new rules content including new
equipment, magic items, spells, and support
for Knights of Lastwall archetypes for players
who want to play a knight in their campaigns! Scheduled to ship in April 2022.
PZO 9312	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ABOMINATION VAULTS (P2)

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

When the mysterious Gauntlight, an eerie landlocked lighthouse, glows with baleful
light, the people of Otari know something terrible is beginning. The town’s newest
heroes must venture into the ruins around the lighthouse and delve the dungeon levels
far beneath it to discover the evil the Gauntlight heralds. Hideous monsters, deadly
traps, and mysterious ghosts all await the heroes who dare to enter the sprawling
megadungeon called the Abomination Vaults! The Deluxe Special Edition is bound in
faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark.
Scheduled to ship in April 2022.
HARDCOVER PZO 2033	����������������������������������������������������������������������������$54.99
SPECIAL EDITION PZO 2033-SE	�����������������������������������������������������������������$69.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH
- OUTLAWS OF ALKENSTAR PART 1 PUNKS IN A POWDERKEG (P2)

FEB
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The Culling Shadow is a Starfinder Roleplaying
Game adventure for four 11th-level characters.
This adventure concludes the Horizons of the
Vast Adventure Path, a six-part, bimonthly
campaign in which the heroes are at the forefront
of exploring and charting a world filled with
mystery. This volume also includes advice on
continuing to administer the charter through new
challenges, a study of the Negative Energy Plane,
and a selection of spooky alien threats. Scheduled
to ship in April 2022.
PZO 7245............................................. $22.99

PARADIGM CONCEPTS

Punks in a Powderkeg is a Pathfinder adventure
for four 1st-level characters. This adventure
begins the Outlaws of Alkenstar Adventure
Path, a three-part monthly campaign in which
a band of outlaws unravel an explosive criminal
plot in the heart of the City of Smog, Alkenstar.
This adventure also includes a gazetteer of the
characters’ home saloon; new feats, items, and
rules options perfect for gunslingers, gearheads,
and grenadiers; and new steampunk creatures
and mutant monsters to befriend or bedevil your
players. Scheduled to ship in April 2022.
PZO 90178..........................................$24.99

ARCANIS: SORCEROUS PACTS (5E)

An indispensable resource for elorii Heroes and
Gamemasters alike! Explore unique Elemental
Realms, like the Realm of the Crushing Deep (a
Plane of Water), the Realm of the Swift Zephyrs
(a Plane of Air), the Realm of the Solid Sky (a
Plane of Earth), the Realm of the Burnished
Flame (a Plane of Fire), and the land of the Plant
Lords upon Arcanis itself! Featuring a new Base
Class The Elder Warlock, new Class Options,
new Spells, new Feats and Combat Schools,
new allies to summon, and new other-planar
creatures to challenge your players. Scheduled
to ship in March 2022.
PCI 2604............................................. $19.99

PATHFINDER RPG:
DECK OF ENDLESS NPCS (P2)

Creating an impromptu, original character every time
the heroes enter a shop or chat with a local on the
street can be a real challenge, but the Deck of Endless
NPCs makes it as simple as drawing four cards from
the deck. These cards combine to form a unique NPC,
each with their own role, motivation, personality trait,
and secret agenda! With over 100 million different
combinations, you are sure to get an interesting new
character to add to your story every time! Scheduled
to ship in March 2022.
PZO 2229................................................... $24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT CLASSICS
- PATHFINDER LODGE

2022

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH HORIZONS OF THE VAST 6 THE CULLING SHADOW

Adventurers need a place to gather between
their far-off journeys and dangerous quests,
and the Pathfinder Lodge provides the perfect
guildhall for their rare moments of rest
between adventures. Of course, an adventurer
never gets to rest for long, and Pathfinder FlipMat Classics: Pathfinder Lodge allows you to
hit your players where it hurts them most in the
safety of their own hideout! Scheduled to ship
in April 2022.
PZO 31039.......................................$14.99

PAVERSON GAMES
DISTILLED: A SPIRITED
STRATEGY GAME

Distilled: The Spirited Strategy Game is
a highly-thematic, medium weight euro
game about crafting alcoholic spirits in a
distillery for 1-5 players. The gameplay
takes inspiration from real-world distillery
processes with resource management,
recipe fulfillment, tableau building, and
mitigate-your-luck mechanics. Scheduled
to ship in December 2022.
PVG 01000.................................$70.00

PLAID HAT GAMES
QUIRKY CIRCUITS: PENNY AND
GIZMO’S SNOW DAY EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
PHG 3301...................................$19.95

POKÉMON USA
TERMINUS CABAL AETERNUS
CONTINUUM CADRE
(METAL/RESIN)

PIP 84029.................................$149.99

POKÉMON TCG: STACKING TIN
(2022) DISPLAY (6)

PIP 51169........................................... PI

WARCASTER

QUICK SIMPLE
FUN GAMES
MUSE RENAISSANCE

Muse: Renaissance – 84 all new Masterpiece
cards. This version allows for individual play,
and guessing on every card. Comes with tokens
for scoring and guessing.
QSF 177655.....................................$24.99

Q-WORKSHOP

PRIVATEER PRESS

MONSTERPOCALYPSE

FOREST DICE SET TUNDRA
DRAGOON AIR CAVALRY MARCHER
WORLDS CADRE (RESIN)
PIP 82032.................................$149.99

Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
QWS SFOR4G	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.00

RATHER DASHING GAMES
Hey, Coyote Pack! Join me as I explore six different
biomes and learn all about the animals that inhabit
them in this fun, fast, and strategic game. Offering
a host of interesting animal facts alongside intuitive
game play, its competitive, but light-hearted and
will take you on your own Wild Adventure! Claim
the highest score by secretly laying down animals
from different biomes. The only problem is the
values of the biomes are constantly changing!
Strategically use Coyotes signature Hat and
Backpack, infamous Bites & Stings, and the
Animals themselves to alter the game to your own
advantage...but watch out for the Snapping Turtle!
Play as many rounds as you like, highest score
wins! Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
RDG CPWA.............................................$24.99

ANCIENT ALTAR BUILDING
(METAL/RESIN)

HARBINGERS OF CYRISS
EMPYREANS CADRE (METAL)

PIP 87029.................................$149.99

WILD KRATTS ENDANGERED
WILDS GAME!

BOMBER APE, STALKER, SHRIEKER
PROTECTORS ALTERNATE ELITE
UNITS (METAL)

PIP 51171........................................... PI

IRON STAR REGULATORS
ALLIANCE CADRE (METAL/RESIN)

PIP 83028.................................$149.99

Wild Kratts Endangered Wildlife Game is a fun and
fast game where players build the best Habitats for
endangered and critically endangered animals.
Play as Martin, Chris, Koki & Aviva, laying down
and manipulating tiles to build the best habitats for
your animals. Featuring three levels of play for kids
of all ages and adults. Protecting the wild has never
been so fun! The highest score Wins! Rules also
feature two simplified methods of play for younger
children. Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
RDG WK01.............................................$24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

COYOTE PETERSON’S WILD ADVENTURE

PIP 51170........................................... PI

GAMES

Choose a tin that matches your type:
speedy Lightning type, growing Grass
type, or rolling Water type! This handy
Pokémon TCG: Stacking Tin stacks
neatly with others and contains: 3
Pokémon TCG booster packs and 1
Pokémon coin. NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 21081908................................ PI

WORLD CLOCK BUILDING (RESIN)

RESONYM
PHANTOM INK

DERVISH, VANGUARD, MOLLOCK
BRUTE DESTROYERS ALTERNATE
ELITE UNITS (METAL)

PIP 51172........................................... PI

NEO MECHANIKA THE THOUSAND
WORLDS SOURCEBOOK

PIP 86016...................................$49.99

Renowned Mediums race to figure out a
secret object that their teammate’s Spirit is
trying to communicate. Mediums take turns
asking their Spirits questions about the secret
object. But there’s a catch, Spirits work in
mysterious ways, and only write the first
few letters of each answer on the Spirit Pad.
FEB
Figure out the answers to the questions, and 2022
guess the secret object before the other team
to win! Scheduled to ship in February 2022. 21
RES GHW01	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $27.95
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MARVEL: EYE FOUND IT!

RAVENSBURGER

Find hidden heroes, villains, and objects in the Marvel
Universe, exploring places like Asgard, New York,
Wakanda, and more. A hidden object is revealed in
each turn. Players search the illustrated cards in their
hand for that object. The first player to find one discards
that card, and the first player to completely empty their
hand wins the game.This compact, easy-to-carry game
includes full-color cards rich with vibrant, all-new artwork
and fan-favorite villains, heroes, and places from the
Marvel Universe. Kids and Marvel fans love looking
through illustrations of Asgard, New York, Wakanda,
and more. Throughout the game, players explore scenes
from the Marvel Universe and get a chance to say, I found
it! Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
RVN 60001928.....................................................PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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DISNEY VILLAINOUS:
BIGGER AND BADDER

FEB
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In Villainous: Bigger and Badder, each
player takes control of one of three Disney
characters, each one a villain in a different
Disney movie, specifically Syndrome
(The Incredibles), Lotso (Toy Story 3), and
Madam Mim (The Sword in the Stone). Each
player has their own villain deck, fate deck,
player board, and 3D character. On a turn,
the active player moves their character to
a different location on their player board,
takes one or more of the actions visible on
that space (often by playing cards from
their hand), then refills their hand to four
cards. Cards are allies, items, effects, and
conditions. You need to use your cards to
fulfill your unique win condition. Scheduled
to ship in March 2022.
RVN 60001935................................... PI

RESTORATION GAMES

DUNGEONS, DICE, & DANGER

Gather your courage, pack your
sword, and roll the dice as you journey
through the realm in search of treasure
and glory. In the roll-and-write
game Dungeons, Dice, & Danger,
you explore deep, dark dungeons
filled with treasure and infested with
monsters! Do you have what it takes to
be a hero of legend? Scheduled to ship
in March 2022.
RVN 27270........................... $24.99

OMEGA VIRUS PROLOGUE

The extremely intelligent, self-replicating,
highly anthrophobic Omega Virus is just
in the early stages of its devious plan to
destroy all human scum. Omega Virus
Prologue is a fast, fun, stand-alone card
game set in the world of Omega Virus.
Scheduled to ship in January 2022.
REO 9500.....................................$9.95

RIO GRANDE GAMES

DISNEY VILLAINS LABYRINTH

Search for your henchmen in a moving
maze in the a-MAZE-ing Labyrinth! On
your turn, slide a maze tile onto the board,
shifting the walls and pathways. Reach the
characters on your cards and block your
opponents way forward. The first player to
find all their henchmen and make it back
to their start point wins! Scheduled to ship
in March 2022.
RVN 27271.................................$34.99

ECHOES: THE MICROCHIP

See whether you can uncover the truth
in echoes: The Microchip. echoes is a
co-operative audio mystery game. Using
the free app, players listen to mysterious
noises and voices that are connected to
the playing material. Together they look
for hints in the sound bites to bring the
story parts in order and solve the case.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
RVN 20817...................................$9.99

DISNEY GARGOYLES:
AWAKENING

In Disney Gargoyles: Awakening,
which is named after the TV show,
players each represent one of six
Gargoyles
characters
Goliath,
Brooklyn,
Lexington,
Broadway,
Hudson, or NYPD detective Elisa Maza
fight against baddies Xanatos and
Demona in one of four scenarios on
a three-dimensional cityscape board
showing Manhattan as it was depicted
in the cartoon. Scheduled to ship in
January 2022.
RVN 6001933................................ PI

DICE REALMS
CONCORDIA: SOLITARIA
EXPANSION

Concordia Solitaria is a solo and 2-player
expansion for Concordia. In Concordia
Solitaria, you compete alone or in a team of
two against the tricky opponent Contrarius.
As the cards you play also determine the
reactions of your adversary, only skillful
planning leads to victory. In a two-player
game, you may compete against Contrarius
as a cooperative team or challenge it
individually. Concordia Solitaria may be
played on any of the maps and with any
other expansion for Concordia. Scheduled
to ship in March 2022.
RGG 615............................................ PI

In Dice Realms, each player rules a
small realm, represented by two or more
customizable dice. The removable die
faces allow for the strategic improvement
of farming, mining, defense, upgrades,
and more. Each round, the players
simultaneously roll their dice to collect
grain, victory points, and coins. Then,
they must decide how to upgrade their
die faces to improve their realms. But the
players must be careful; each round, the
Fate Die is rolled, and fate can be fickle.
The survival of your realm is in your hands:
Will it thrive or merely survive? Scheduled
to ship in December 2021.
RGG 563..................................$119.95

LABYRINTH JR.

Shift the maze walls and move your ghosts
through open corridors on the board in
search of treasures. Whoever reaches a
treasure first can claim it, but the corridors
close up quickly as the maze walls shift,
so it can take a few turns to reach a goal.
It takes both strategy and luck to collect
the most treasures and win the game.
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
RVN 20847.................................$25.99

PICTURES: ORANGE
EXPANSION

Pictures Orange is the first major
expansion for Pictures, the
award-winning creative family
game. Two new material sets and
55 cards with 110 new photos
provide more variety and lasting fun. Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
RGG 616	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

WATCH

SIT DOWN!

For some time now, the Magic Maze has
been regularly robbed by unscrupulous
adventurers, who incessantly steal from the
same four shops. How strange! Due to this
alarming observation, Management has
installed new security systems to dissuade
any further dishonest deeds. The Maximum
Security expansion not only brings the mall
guards of Magic Maze to life, but provides
a number of other modules to allow you to
customize your experience. There are two
different types of modules: helpers and
challenges, which decrease or increase
the difficulty. You will be guided step by
step through all of the modules, and each
of them comes with a tutorial that will help
you practise the new rules before adding
it to your ‘real’ games of Magic Maze.
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
LUM SDO05................................$27.99

SUSHI DICE

Sushi Dice is a quick-playing dice game
in which players compete head-to-head to
complete a sushi dish first, with the sides
of the dice representing food used in the
composition of sushi. Each turn, three
cards are revealed in the center of the
table, and two players compete with six
dice each, rolling the dice simultaneously
and continually to try to match one of the
dishes first. You can set aside any dice
you want to keep, but if one of the players
notices that his opponent has rolled a Yuck
symbol (before the opponent can reroll it),
then he can yell out ‘Yuck!’ and force that
player to reroll any dice she’s set aside.
Whoever completes a dish first keeps
that card, and the first player to collect
4-6 cards (depending on the number
of players) wins. Scheduled to ship in
December 2021
LUM SD006.................................$24.99

SPARTANS UNLEASHED

HEROES OF THARGOS CARD GAME
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MAGIC MAZE:
MAXIMUM SECURITY

GAMES

You have just started working at a Soviet watch
factory that you’ve discovered used to be a World
War II era munitions factory. You’ve been sent there
to produce gears, which you can sell for money, but
you also need those gears to disguise the munitions
crates you smuggle out. Dig through the files in the
foreman’s office to uncover evidence of government
corruption during the aftermath of WWII. Use the
monitoring infrastructure in the foremans office to
catch your coworkers misbehaving and extract bribes
from them, but be careful because someone else
might be watching YOU! While playing, you can feel
the clock ticking as you try to hide your mischievous
actions from the other players. To succeed, you must
ensure that the gears fall into their specific clockwork
spot exactly when and where you need it! Scheduled
to ship in March 2022.
RGG 611	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

What is the Core Set all about? The Core Set
has a huge amount of re-playability and you will
get to learn all the unique combinations you can
create. There will be future Core Sets to boost
card sets and expansions (10 expansions already
designed). The cards included are designed to
give players a grand tour of some of the lore of
Thargos and a feel that there is much more to
delve into. Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
CEP 020................................................$39.99
FEB
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STEAMFORGED GAMES

TIN ROBOT GAMES

4-POCKET PORTFOLIO

GAMES

HORIZON ZERO DAWN: THE
ROCKBREAKER EXPANSION

A mountain of a challenge, Rockbreaker
is one of the biggest machines you
can hunt in Horizon Zero Dawn: The
Board Game. This unpredictable enemy
won’t be easy to take down. Unlike
other machines, Rockbreaker travels by
tunneling underground, bursting from the
earth where you least expect it before
disappearing once more. Whether you’re
chasing it across a tile or avoiding an
attack, get ready to run! Scheduled to ship
in February 2022.
SFL HZD011................................$54.95

STEVE JACKSON
GAMES

UPI 15877........................................... PI

MUNCHKIN: MUNCHKIN
WARHAMMER 40K RANK AND VILE

Three more mighty armies for your
arsenal! The troops and tanks of the
innumerable Astra Militarum are ready
and willing to fight for the Emperor! The
dark and twisted Drukhari are poised to
spring out of the warp to loot and plunder
across the galaxy. Chaos marches to war
with hordes of Daemons from each of the
four mighty lords. Scheduled to ship in
March 2022.
SJG 4489....................................$19.95
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SYNAPSES GAMES

HAMSTERS VS. HIPPOS

Unapologetically casual, Hamsters vs.
Hippos is a light press-your-luck game
of tile flipping, lotus flower gathering,
hippo-avoiding fun! It plays 1-6 players
and has a separate solo mode. Its a
perfect gateway game. Quick enough to
start or end game night with gamers and
non-gamers alike. Scheduled to ship in
September 2022.
TRG HH001.................................$39.99

9-POCKET PRO BINDER

UPI 15882........................................... PI

ULTRA PRO
INTERNATIONAL

9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15878........................................... PI

PHASES OF THE MOON D6

Is it safe to go out in the dark tonight? The
Phases of the Moon d6 can help you make
an informed decision. Roll a full moon?
Watch for werewolves! Roll a new moon?
Don’t stub your toe in the dark! Scheduled
to ship in March 2022.
SJG 5900-01.................................$6.95

DRAW THE LINE

Each team has a sketcher and a guesser.
With a pencil, the sketcher must draw a
mystery word by connecting icons on
his easel. Then, by making sounds and
gestures to his teammate, he must have the
guesser sketch the drawing by making him
connect the icons that he acts and noises.
You must act quickly since the objective is
to be the first team to find the mystery word
reproduced in the drawing. Scheduled to
ship in February 2022.
LUM DTL01EN.............................$29.99

TEKTITE GAMES

ALCOVE DICE TOWER

Scheduled to ship in September 2022.
UPI 15960........................................... PI

65CT DECK PROTECTORS

UPI 15880........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: 12
SIDED KEYWORD COUNTERS

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
UPI 18041........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: GALLERY
SERIES ENCHANTED GLADE
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

FULL VIEW DECK BOX

MUNCHKIN: MUNCHKIN DICE BAG
- DUCK OF DOOM

You should know better than to pick up a
duck in a dungeon… even if it’s on a dice
bag! This 7-inch square Munchkin Duck of
Doom Dice Bag can hold all the Munchkin
dice you can stuff into it and thus ensure
that all your friends Run Away attempts
are appropriately doomed. Includes the
two Munchkin cards (fittingly modified)
FEB that came with the original Duck of Doom.
2022
Keep your trusty duck by your side to get
extra bonuses when you play these cards!
26
Scheduled to ship in March 2022.
SJG 5227....................................$12.95

UPI 15881........................................... PI

TACTICAL TECH

Tactical Tech is a sci-fi military-themed, area
control, resource management, tabletop
game with the look and feel of a fast-paced
sci-fi real-time strategy video game.
TGT 1001....................................$50.00

PLAYMAT
2’ ALBUM

UPI 15879........................................... PI

UPI 15876........................................... PI

PRO-STORAGE:
3-DRAWER ORGANIZER

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
UPI 15690........................................... PI

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

GAMES

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: CHALLENGER DECK 2022
DISPLAY (8)

MAGIC THE GATHERING
CCG: UNFINITY
COLLECTOR BOOSTER
DISPLAY (12)

NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer
for availability.
WOC D07070000............PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

60-Card Deck. 15-Card Sideboard. Up to 5 double-sided tokens based on
Deck.1 Deck box. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
WOC C99880000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING
CCG: UNFINITY DRAFT
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)

NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer
for availability.
WOC D03820000........... PI

FEB
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WIZKIDS/NECA

CRITICAL ROLE UNPAINTED
MINIATURES: W2
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.

KUUL’TEVIR JAVELINEER
& ASSASSIN

WZK 90473..................................$4.99

VERDANT GUARD
MARKSMAN & SATYR

WZK 90474..................................$4.99

WESTRUUN MILITIA SWORDSMAN
& KRAGHAMMER AXEMAN

GAMES

WZK 90471..................................$4.99

ASHARI FIRETAMER &
INFERNO SERPENT

WRAITHROOT TREE

WZK 90476..................................$8.99

WZK 90480.........................................................$29.99

KYMAL MILITIA BRAWLER &
JORENN MILITIA HOLY AXEMAN

WZK 90467..................................$4.99

ASHARI WAVERIDER & OCTOPUS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WZK 90477..................................$8.99

RAVAGER STABBY-STABBER &
SLAUGHTER LORD

WZK 90479..................................$8.99

DEATH SAVES: WAR OF DRAGONS
BOX SET 1
WZK 90478................................$14.99

REMNANT CULTIST & CHOSEN

WZK 90469..................................$4.99

CLASP CUTTHROAT & ENFORCER

SKELETAL CENTAURS

WZK 90472................................$14.99

28
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WZK 90475................................$14.99

This set contains: Marat Occisor, Kalatuur
MinMax, Oriax, Kasin, Flying Carpet,
The Ghost of Jericho Blackwing, Hugo
Ledbetter, Ullac Jotunn. Contents subject
to change. Images not final. Scheduled to
ship in March 2022.
WZK 99026................................$59.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS

ARCHDEVILS - HUTIJIN,
MOLOCH, TITIVILUS

WZK 90470..................................$4.99

FEB
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This set contains: Maeglin, Raven Familiar,
Kimathi Stormhallow, Brago, Neruk the
Unkillable, Phann Nalo, Lapp, Christopher
Squakin Talk. Contents subject to change.
Images not final. Scheduled to ship in
March 2021
WZK 99025................................$59.99

CINDERSLAG ELEMENTAL

DEATH SAVES: WAR OF DRAGONS
BOX SET 2

TURST MILITIA SWORDSMAN &
LYRENGORN HOLY PRIEST

WZK 90468..................................$4.99

Across the Hells, Hutijin’s
name fills lesser devils
with fear and loathing, for
this duke commands two
companies of pit fiends, which
make up Cania’s aristocracy.
With such soldiers under his
command, Hutijin can easily
crush any rival who gets in
his way, while also providing
Mephistopheles with security.
Exiled from the Nine Hells,
Moloch would do anything to
reclaim his position. Although
he is inferior in physical
strength and power when
compared to other archdevils,
Titivilus compensates with

cunning. Scheduled to ship in April 2021
WZK 96141	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99

GRUNG WARBAND

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: PHUNNY PLUSHES
BY KIDROBOT

GAMES

The D&D Icons of the Realms:
Grung Warband contains 6 of the
iconic D&D foe for your adventurers
to battle! Dungeon Masters can
quickly build new encounters for
their players with the awesome mix
of Grung, to keep play sessions
exciting over multiple campaigns.
With its non-blind packaging,
building a Grung army is quick
and simple! The most influential
fantasy roleplaying game in the
world has never been easier to
bring to the tabletop, with the allnew Warbands! Scheduled to ship
in March 2022.
WZK 96123	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.99

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

AGDON LONGSCARF

BULETTE

From the lore of Dungeons &
Dragons, the fearless Bulette
tunnels relentlessly beneath the
earth, following the vibrations
of its unsuspecting prey. This
huggable Phunny plush version
is considerably tamer and will
absolutely not eat you. Promise.
WZK KR68331	������������������������� PI

DEMOGORGON

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

From the expanding lore of Dungeons &
Dragons as seen in the The Wild Beyond
the Witchlight adventure! This harengon
thief is the leader of a band of brigands
but will gladly take a break to rober, that
is, REST ON your shelf.
WZK KR68313................................ PI

Who’s got two heads, a scaly
hide and tentacles for arms? The
cutest little Prince of Demons,
Demogorgon, thats who! From the
lore of Dungeons & Dragons, the
embodiment of chaos, madness,
and destruction is remade as a
Phunny plush and now compels your
obedient hugs.
WZK KR68308............................ PI
FEB
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PATHFINDER: PHUNNY PLUSHES BY KIDROBOT
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

GOBLIN

GAMES

In your quest to survive as a brave adventurer
in a world beset by magic and evil, you may
run across a goblin. This voracious creature
hardly looks menacing in a soft Phunny plush
form, but you may still want to lock your
refrigerator door.
WZK KR68323.........................................PI

GRIFFON

KOBOLD

Part lion, part eagle, all adorable! From the lore of Dungeons & Dragons, the Griffon
is a master of aerial combat and HIGHLY territorial, so maybe don’t put this Phunny
plush on the same shelf as another Griffon. And consider moving any plush horses to
another room (or country).
WZK KR68305	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

In your quest to survive as a brave adventurer
in a world beset by magic and evil, you
may run across a kobold. Now taking the
form of soft and harmless Phunny Plushies,
these reptilian creatures of the dark will still
wait until your back is turned... to launch a
surprise hug attack!
WZK KR68324.........................................PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

SQUID INC.

KETTLESTEAM

From the expanding lore of Dungeons
& Dragons as seen in the The Wild
Beyond the Witchlight adventure! This
female kenku warlock is a mystery
wrapped in an enigma with, shall we
say, questionable motives.
WZK KR68314............................... PI

RED DRAGON

Get ready to set off every fire alarm
in the vicinity with the Red Dragon
Phunny plush! From the lore of
Dungeons & Dragons, you’ll need
to give this stuffed Red Dragon the
warmest spot on your shelf.
WZK KR68307............................... PI

In Squid Inc., designed by Ivan Turner, and featuring
art by Matijos Gebreselassie, you play a lowly
guppy looking to become the companys big fish by
influencing employees at every level, and guiding
them up the corporate ladder, no matter who ends
up in your wake! Each round you select a potential
employee, with a name, special ability, and a clout
score. At the end of the game, you’ll get points for the
combined clout of your employees in the company!
But be careful, as once an employee on your team
gets there, there will be a world of sharks, octopuses,
blowfish, crabs and more, all hungry for your
downfall. Scheduled to ship in April 2022.
WZK 87556................................................ $34.99

W.R.K.S. GAMES
JORDENHEIM CORE RULEBOOK

The Vikings of Jordenheim have coexisted with
the creatures of the magical realm of The Shroud
for a thousand years. Now, the new religion of
Khristianity threatens the supremacy of the Elder
Gods. Within this standalone reference book is
everything you need to start playing the heroes
destined to become legends. For 25 players led
by a Game Master, the Jordenheim RPG is based
on a fast-paced rule set. The combat uses one
roll for attack and damage, with intuitive defence
rulesmaking combat flow while allowing for depth
and complexity. The Jordenheim Core Rule Book
gives veteran gamers a rich world to build, and
offers newbies quick start guides on how to play in
no-time. Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
WRK S1000........................................... $49.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS PRISMATIC PAINT
Scheduled to ship in February 2022.

FLEXI-SANDERS DUAL GRIT

WZK 67166..................................$4.99

PLASTIC MODELS
PREP TOOL KIT

WZK 67163................................$19.99

WYX STUDIO

TEABBLES
HOBBY KNIFE

WZK 67165..................................$9.99

SPRUE CUTTER

WZK 67164................................$10.99
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MOLD LINE REMOVER

WZK 67167................................$10.99

Teabbles is a card game where you get to have a
different kind of fun with the most-loved beverage
boba! Assume the role of a boba store owner and
make drinks by having all the ingredients each drink
requires. There are 3 gameplay variants in one set:
Original Play, Bluff, and Boba the Builder. Choose
a variant to suit your cravings, just like your boba
orders! This game is easy to learn, strategic, and
super fun. Scheduled to ship in February 2022.
WYX TB..............................................................PI

